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The future of asset management
in the exponential age
Dr Guenther Dobrauz-Saldapenna, of PwC Legal, discusses the
technological move towards the exponential age
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simultaneously evolving computing
power, predictive analytics, and big
data, which are all set to aid every
area of investment research.
The days of research teams with
scores of analysts will soon be over.
Instead, alternative intelligence-powered robotic processes will monitor
and analyse every public company, as
well as other financial and non-financial data. They can also process supply
chain analysis and other new forms
of data that asset managers are able
to source. Already some alternatives
managers are successfully leveraging
quantitative strategies and regard
themselves, first and foremost, as
technology companies.
AI promises to further improve
these capabilities but at the same
raises the question as to when human
contribution may potentially become
obsolete. We can already see the
first examples of this in systematic
trading with its machine-to-machine
and largely automated approach, but
human managers are still in charge
of ultimate decisions, in particular in
situations where historical data does
not correspond to the reality faced
and when it becomes necessary to

Exponential technologies will
drive quantum change across the
value chain of the predominantly
digital technology laggard asset
management industry
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